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SKYCITY’S PRESENTATION CENTRE
& MODEL SUITE ARE OPENING SOON!
SkyCity’s impressive Presentation Centre & Model Suite have been designed to showcase
the exclusive architectural style and level of finishes that you can expect at this exquisite
condominium from Fortress and MADY in downtown Winnipeg. This experienced partnership
is bringing an elevated lifestyle to the city - with shopping and services on the lower levels
- including a 25,000 sq. ft. grocery store and 15,000 sq. ft. of amenities, plus a green roof
garden on the podium.
The Presentation Centre & Model Suite for SkyCity will be designed by the internationally
renowned design team at UNION31 and create a truly compelling destination (see this
week’s Team Feature for details). Located at 283 Garry Street, the experience will represent
a contemporary aesthetic that we believe will set a new standard for luxury in downtown
Winnipeg. We are preparing to start construction of the Presentation Centre & Model Suite
soon and are scheduled to open later this summer.
STAY TUNED! Watch your email for your exclusive invitation to view the SkyCity Presentation
Centre & Model Suite before we open to the General Public!

Scroll down to see our latest updates and stay tuned for the
next issue of The View from SkyCity.
THIS WEEK’S TEAM FEATURE
UNION31

UNION31 is a multi-award-winning Interior
Design firm with the breadth of vision that comes
from working on major condominium projects
throughout the GTA balanced by the fine focus
and attention to detail that comes from custom
work. Their custom experience includes individual
residential projects from the Caribbean to the
West Coast. UNION31 believes that good design
should be thought provoking, finding opportunity
in the unexpected to create something that
is memorable. Their authenticity and passion
manifests itself in the details. Pure and simple.
Kelly Cray, Principal - Creative of SkyCity
comments “UNION31 is very excited at the
opportunity to collaborate again with such a
forward thinking company as MADY, and to
be a part of the team that will ultimately shape
and re-define Winnipeg’s skyline. There is no
question that SkyCity Centre is the vanguard
project that will forever change the landscape of
the downtown core, and as the Interior Designers
for the project this presents a unique opportunity
for us to create something truly memorable that
inspires and elevates.”

DOWNTOWN EVENT
OF THE WEEK
June 12-22
TD Winnipeg International
Jazz Festival

Kirkor Architects & P
A world-class lineup of artists is set to perform at
the 2014 TD Winnipeg International Jazz Festival.
From June 12-22, the Festival will celebrate its
25th anniversary with music performed by the
best local, national and international artists.
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Cummings Theatre — also features headlining
performances by blues legend James Cotton,
New Orleans piano great Ellis Marsalis, Canadian
rapper Shad, Chicago’s Hypnotic Brass Ensemble
and sonic trailblazer St. Vincent.
Rounding out the series is a special concert by

UNION31

Winnipeg’s prodigal son Curtis Nowosad with

special guest Jimmy Greene. Ten dollars from
each ticket sold will be contributed to

Ana Grace Project.
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YOUR OPINION COUNTS!

Please take a moment to fill out
this survey – CLICK HERE
As we go through the design process we want
to ensure we are hearing what Winnipeggers
want to see at this landmark project. Please take
a moment to fill out this survey – it will help us
ensure that SkyCity will be exactly what you are
looking for in an urban condominium in Winnipeg.
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Land Art Design
Check out the website for more information.

http://jazzwinnipeg.com/
Land Art Design
is a boutique design studio
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Milborne Real Estate

Nationally recognized as the “Dean of Cond
lead his firm Milborne Real Estate Inc. with s
since its inception, Milborne Real Estate
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THE EXCHANGE
DISTRICT

Winnipeg’s cosmopolitan Exchange District comprises 150 heritage designated buildings in a 20 block section
of downtown. This cultural hub is home to festivals and events, restaurants, attractions, shopping and more.
But perhaps most notably it is at the epicentre of Winnipeg’s Theatre District including the Manitoba Theatre
Centre, and Centennial Concert Hall which houses the Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra, the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet, and the Manitoba Opera as well as Cinematheque, a small movie theatre located in the Artspace
building on Albert Street. Your home at SkyCity is a short walk to the Exchange District; making one of North
America’s most colourful destinations, your neighbour!

Barry Lyon Consultan

News Round Up
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Click here

to view the latest
news on SkyCity

BY THE NUMBERS

With space for 250 bikes, SkyCity encourages residents to cycle the city!

STAY CONNECTED

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE...

For the very latest news,
opportunities and updates,
get social with us.

• Amenities at Sky City
• Winnipeg named Cultural Capital
of Canada 2010
• Meet the Sales team behind
our Vertical Village
• Latest news on Winnipeg Events

FORWARD TO A FRIEND
VISIT:

SkyCityWinnipeg.com

